
Itinerary:

3 dec arriving at 9 pm IKA Tehran, transfer to hotel Eskan .

tabiat
bridge                                                                         mausoleum of saleh tajrish

4 dec Day 2: check out, national museum, golestan palace, lunch in Iranian restaurant, old and
traditional bazaar of Tehran night at hotel ,tehran

Saad abaad palaceGrand bazaar

5 dec Day1: Start the visits by nature bridge, dafineh meusem (in place of jewelry meuseum where is
closed), (Tabiaat pole),saad abaad palace,lunch in
darband area in irani restaurant, night at Tehran



6 dec Day 3: check out take a road toward qom (vatican of iran )then take look to som e mouments of
kashan visiting tabatabai house, Agha borog mousque and soultan Ahmad bath,lunch ,sialk

archeological  site, abyaneh village,in arriving visiting naghsh e jahan sq, night at Isfahan

Sultan ahmad bath house

Abyaneh

7 dec day 4: atigh mosque ,vank cathedral , lunch in Armenian restaurant Armenian neighborhood
Julfa,visiting pigeon tower ,shaking minarate ,visiting bridge of  khajoo night at hotel .

Khajoo bridge33 bridge



8 dec Day5: visiting Isfahan ,Naghe jahan SQ,Imam mosque ,Sheikh lotf Alah  ,Ali gapu palace ,lunch in
traditional restaurant ,chehel sotoun palace,presenting handy craft night at hotel.night walking in
chaharbagh abs continuing toward 33 arch bridge ,night at hotel

Imam mosqueNaghsh jahan sq

Jameh mosqueVank cathedral

9 Dec Day 6:take a road toward shiraz in the way visiting passargad tombe of cyrous great and
necropolis

continue towards shiraz ,night at shiraz ,evening to bazaar area to see social life of shiraz.



10 dec Day 8:visiting pink mosque ,Persepolis , pink lake ,evening shirin of shah cheragh and tomb of
hafez night at hotel .

11 dec Day 8 :early in the morning continue the way toward yazd in the way visiting abarkouh ,and
special wind tower of aghazadeh and traditional  glacier (the most welknown attraction of this area )
night at yazd in boutique hotel .

12 dec Day 9: starting Yazd visit ,silent tower (Dakhmeh)fire temple ,dolat abaad Garden.,lunch ,amir
chakh makh SQ,Zoor khaneh (traditional sport  club),night at hotel.

Silent tower

13 dec Day10:check out ,continue toward kerman ,in the way visiting zein o din carevansaray , ,night
at kerman ,visiting bazaar of kerman and having dinner in its special tea house,night at hotel
carevansaray karvanika .



14 dec Day 11:check out ,visiting bath house of ganje ali khan ,take a road toward mahan vising
prince garden,shirin of nemat alah vali ,take road toward desert,night stay in shahdad in local
accommodation

15 dec Day 12:by safary going for visiting kalut and desert of sand watching sun rise there ,getting
back to hotel for break fast around noon time ,getting back to kerman, for reaching kerman air port
take a flight to Tehran ,

Going from national air port to IKA and stay some hours in rexan hotel which is in front of air port and

Day 13: taking departure flight



Includes:

Two times foods per day

Accommodations -

English speaker guide (professional & experienced)-

Entries and visits -

National transportation

Program will be from air port to air port.

Visa code

3 nights Tehran

3 nights Isfahan

2 nights shiraz

2 nights yazd in boutic hotel

1 night kerman in karvanica hotel carvansaray

1 night shahdad in accommodation like desret local house


